
False climate ‘solutions’ have not only been
proven to exacerbate the climate crisis by
failing to address its root cause. Climate crisis
profiteering has also led to the increased
displacement, rights violations, hunger and
marginalization of rural peoples, especially in
the Global South. 

We say enough! Rural peoples demand real
climate solutions that are anchored on radical
food systems transformation. To truly address the
climate crisis, Parties to the COP 28 must ensure
the following:

Transform food systems away from
fossil fuels towards agroecology and
people’s food sovereignty 

Global food systems are expected to take
center stage at the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) Conference of Parties 28 (COP 28).
As global temperatures continue to rise with
significant contributions from food systems,
which in turn are affected by increasingly
catastrophic climate impacts, Parties will
discuss how food systems can become
‘sustainable’ to stay within the target of
1.5°C.
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However, the trajectory of ‘food systems
transformation’ as steered by world leaders
through the UN Food Systems Summit (UNFSS)
portends the trajectory of the food and climate
talks. As how the UNFSS gave big agri-food
corporations a free pass for their culpability in
world hunger and the triple planetary crises of
climate change, biodiversity loss and pollution, so
are Parties of the UNFCCC giving big polluters a
free pass for their historical and continuing
emissions. Worse, transnational corporations
(TNCs) are being given the green light to
accelerate schemes to profit from the climate
crisis that they themselves created. 

TNCs are using the climate crisis to consolidate
their control over global food systems, delay fossil
fuel phaseout, and create new avenues for
profiteering–all at the expense of rural peoples
who feed the world and safeguard our natural
resources. Under the guise of climate action,
international institutions, governments, and multi-
stakeholder alliances have been funding,
implementing, and legitimizing colonial and
plunderous schemes by corporations to grab land
and natural resources for carbon offsets, and lock-
in farmers to new products and technologies that
are equally, if not more destructive to the planet. 

Derived from fossil fuels, chemical pesticides and
fertilizers contribute heavily to climate change.
Their widespread use is responsible for soil
degradation, increased pest outbreaks, and
pollution, exacerbating the already worsening
impacts of climate change on food systems. 

The agrochemical and fertilizer industries benefit
greatly from the fossil fuel economy. Yet, they are
positioning themselves as climate champions to
cash in on opportunities provided by lucrative
markets for carbon offsets and ‘climate-friendly’
products. Through initiatives such as the US-led
Aim4Climate, hundreds of millions of dollars are
being poured into TNC-led development and
promotion of ‘climate-smart,’ ‘precision’ and
‘regenerative’ agriculture that involve the use of 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2023/oct/20/impact-farming-climate-crisis-key-cop-topic-finally
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herbicides, proprietary gene-edited or genetically
modified seeds and biological products, ultra-
processed and laboratory-made food and feed,
and digital technologies to more efficiently
promote the use of chemical inputs and measure
soil carbon credits. These false climate ‘solutions’
hinge on questionable emissions cuts claims and
risky technologies, while perpetuating the fossil
fuel economy and laying the groundwork for
almost total corporate control over food systems.
For example, through incentivized carbon farming,
fertilizer, agrochemical and seed, and technology
TNCs are able to monitor and dictate all aspects of
‘farm management,’ and to access and use
farmers’ data to expand their markets. 

We must slam the brakes on TNC profiteering in
the sham race to ‘net zero.’ It further erodes
people’s food sovereignty–or the power of people
and communities to assert and realize the right to
food and produce food–and endangers human
health and the environment.

Agroecology, a community-led approach to
production that integrates local, indigenous,
and scientific knowledge and practices to
enhance biodiversity, sustain ecosystems, and
center decision-making on farmers is the way
forward. Appropriate technology and sufficient
public resources must support people-led
agroecology as an alternative to TNC-controlled
fossil fuel-based food production and
consumption. Agroecological practices must be
delinked from carbon markets that give big
polluters a license to pollute.

For agroecology to flourish and people’s food
sovereignty to be realized, neoliberal policies
imposed by the World Trade Organization and
IMF-World Bank must be discontinued. Countries
must be allowed to prioritize local production
for domestic needs. This will lessen the energy-
intensive transport of products; liberate people,
land and resources from the extractive and
destructive demands of profit-oriented global
markets; and ensure people’s access to affordable
and healthy food that supports local producers.

Land grabbing has intensified under the mantle of
so-called ‘nature-based solutions’. Biofuel
plantations, some big ‘conservation’ and
renewable energy projects, and green bonds to
finance the operations of big agribusinesses have
accelerated deforestation and the loss of the
world’s natural carbon sinks. They have displaced
farmers and Indigenous Peoples in the Global
South, usually through violent eviction. Climate-
friendly, biodiverse farming practices have been
replaced by monocultures under exploitative
working conditions. Studies show that biofuels,
which take away land from food production, are
worse for the climate than gasoline.

For the past two decades, investment firms,
biofuel producers, and large agribusinesses have
acquired almost 83 million hectares of land and its
freshwater resources, mostly in Africa and Asia.
Globally, only 1% of farms now operate 70% of
farmlands. This trend of extreme land
concentration is likely to continue with the aid of
land-based carbon offset schemes, as carbon
credits generated from land become an
increasingly sought-after financial asset. One
report estimates that the total amount of land
required for carbon offsets to reach ‘net-zero’
pledges made by corporations and governments
could be five times the size of India. 

Climate-driven techno-fixes, including digital
infrastructure, also require greater extraction of
rare earth minerals, unleashing a new wave of
destructive mining and land and ocean grabs. The
booming hydrogen industry to produce ‘green’
energy requires massive amounts of land and
water resources, mostly in the Global South where
most projects are located. Geoengineering–or
large-scale interventions in the earth’s oceans,
soils and atmosphere–encroaches on territories of
rural peoples and threatens ecosystems on which
they depend.

There must be no land and resource grabs
under the banner of ‘net zero.’ There must be
no public subsidies to incentivize unjust, harmful
and false solutions that reinforce corporate
monopoly over land, water and natural resources. 

End corporate monopoly over land,
water, and natural resources

Sign your organization 
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bit.ly/RuralPeoplesToCOP28

https://www.etcgroup.org/content/cashing-climate-crisis-through-agricultural-digitalisation
https://www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/FoEI-NBS-factsheet3.pdf
https://panap.net/2022/03/nature-based-solutions-land-grabs-in-natures-name/
https://www.rainforest-rescue.org/petitions/1275/world-bank-stop-financing-evictions-and-human-rights-abuses-in-tanzania
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/us-corn-based-ethanol-worse-climate-than-gasoline-study-finds-2022-02-14/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/corporations-grabbing-land-and-water-overseas/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/24/farmland-inequality-is-rising-around-the-world-finds-report
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-58079101
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/06/business/lithium-mining-race.html
https://www.voanews.com/a/deep-sea-mining-could-help-fight-climate-change-but-damage-ocean/7334908.html
https://corporateeurope.org/en/dirty-truth-about-EU-hydrogen-push
https://www.geoengineeringmonitor.org/what-is-geoengineering/
https://forms.gle/mGB69bmRVziJoccE9
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End fossil fueled wars vs. 
rural communities

Polluters must pay for climate 
crisis destruction Ensure genuine participation of 

rural peoples in climate policy 
Rural communities who bear the brunt of climate
change impacts must be justly compensated. The
Loss and Damage Fund must be financed by the
profits of the biggest polluters from the wealthiest
countries, and must not be on a voluntary basis. It
should be based on their historical and current
obligation to compensate the Global South for
the destruction caused by the climate crisis,
and be unconditionally given in the form of aid
and grants to support programs freely
determined by affected communities. The US-
controlled World Bank, which will use the
opportunity to dry public coffers to guarantee
profits for private corporations, should stay out of
the L&D Fund. Instead, it should be managed by
an independent and credible entity acceptable to
the Global South and will ensure easy access for all  
countries claiming climate compensation.

Climate financing should uphold the principles of
common but differentiated responsibility and
respect national ownership and sovereignty.
Channeling climate finance through loans adds to
the debt burden of low and middle income
countries and must stop. Countries must reject
climate financing that insists on harmful, unjust,
and false climate solutions.

Militaries are exempt from climate commitments,
despite being among the world’s biggest
consumers of fossil fuels and accounting for an
estimated 5.5% of global GHG emissions. This
unjust blanket carve-out must end. There must be
greater transparency and accountability on
military contributions to the climate crisis. 

Rural peoples–the small farmers, landless,
Indigenous Peoples, agricultural workers, rural
women and youth, pastoralists and fishers–have
lost the most, and stand to lose the most, from
the climate crisis. Rural peoples must be allowed
to shape the climate agenda through genuine
participation in decision-making at local,
national, and international levels. 

For rural peoples, nature is not a commodity but
the bedrock of life. They are in the best position to
safeguard land and resources from further
biodiversity loss, degradation, and depletion. As
stewards of lands, forests, and coastal areas, the
role of rural peoples at the forefront of climate
adaptation and mitigation must be recognized by
placing them at the forefront of climate policy.
Rural peoples must not be used to advance
profiteering schemes designed to further trample
upon their rights and welfare.

Countries must reflect rural peoples’ demands for
food, land, and climate justice in binding
commitments. Plans for the transition of food and
energy systems must align with peoples’
pathways towards just, equitable, healthy, and
sustainable futures. 

This statement will be presented at a Rural
Peoples’ Speak-Out @ COP28 + sent to National
Focal Points of Parties to the UNFCCC 

For more information:  www.ourfoodystems.org 
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A just food and energy transition is only
possible when rural food producers and
Indigenous Peoples control their land,
territories, water, and natural resources.
Countries must advance a genuinely redistributive
land and agrarian reform program, a pro-people
aquatic and fisheries reform, and instill policies to
protect natural resources from domestic and
foreign plunder.

The US, the world’s largest military force, and
other militaries must stop destructive wars of
aggression and occupation. Rural peoples are
most affected by these imperialist wars, usually
accompanied by food blockades, destruction of
crops, and other rights violations. As land and
environmental defenders, farmers and
Indigenous Peoples must not be subjected to
militarization and other forms of violence and
repression.

https://realityofaid.org/decolonize-climate-finance/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=2023-10-10&utm_campaign=Development+Cooperation+News+Roundup+-+9+October+2023
https://realityofaid.org/decolonize-climate-finance/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=2023-10-10&utm_campaign=Development+Cooperation+News+Roundup+-+9+October+2023
https://www.oxfam.org.uk/media/press-releases/rich-countries-failure-to-honour-their-climate-finance-promise-threatens-negotiations-and-undermines-climate-action/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/worlds-war-greenhouse-gas-emissions-has-military-blind-spot-2023-07-10/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/worlds-war-greenhouse-gas-emissions-has-military-blind-spot-2023-07-10/
https://ourfoodsystems.org/
https://forms.gle/mGB69bmRVziJoccE9
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People’s Coalition on Food Sovereignty (PCFS)
PAN Asia Pacific (PANAP)
Asian Peasant Coalition (APC)
Arab Group for the Protection of Nature (APN)
Arab Network for Food Sovereignty (ANFS)
Eastern and Southern Africa Small-scale Farmers
Forum (ESAFF)
Indigenous Peoples’ Movement for Self-
Determination and Liberation (IPMSDL)
Coalition of Agricultural Workers International
(CAWI)
Asian Rural Women’s Coalition (ARWC)
Global Forest Coalition (GFC)
People Over Profit (POP)
Asia Pacific Research Network (APRN)
IBON International
Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law, and
Development (APWLD)
Stop Golden Rice Network (SGRN)
PAN North America (PANNA)
A Growing Culture
Youth for Food Sovereignty (YFS)
Local Futures
International League of People’s Struggles (ILPS)
International Women’s Alliance
International Migrants Alliance
Brighter Green
Center for International Environmental Law
FIAN International
Food Coalition NGO
Initiative for Equality (IfE)
KPNS
PAN International
Pesticide Action Network UK (PAN UK)
Sambalpur Social Service Society
World Animal Protection
FIAN Austria
Shikkha Shastha Unnayan Karzakram (SHISUK),
Bangladesh
Bangladesh Resource Center for Indigenous
Knowledge (BARCIK)
Labour Resource Center (LRC), Bangladesh 
FIAN Belgium
Ponlok Khmer Organization, Cambodia 
Struggle to Economize Future Environment (SEFE),
Cameroon
AQOCI, Canada
Toby's Gardens, England

Association For Promotion Sustainable
Development, India
Andhra Pradesh Vyavsaya Vruthidarula Union
(APVVU), India
Community Development Trust, India
Joint Action for Water, India
National Alliance of Agriculture Allied Workers
Union (NAAWU), India
SAHANIVASA, India
Society for Rural Education and Development
(SRED), India
Tamil Nadu Dalit Women's Forum, India
The Millet Foundation, India
Vikas Adhyayan Kendra, India
North-East Affected Area Development Society
(NEADS), India 
ORRISSA, India 
Aliansi Gerakan Reforma Agraria (AGRA),
Indonesia
Bina Desa, Indonesia
Yayasan Lembaga Pendamping Masyarakat Desa
(YLPMD) , Indonesia
Donders Foundation, Indonesia
Format Sabang, Indonesia
Forum Keadilan Masyarakat Pombewe, Indonesia
Front Mahasiswa Nasional (FMN), Indonesia
JAPPA, Indonesia
Jaringan Perempuan Pedesaan Nusantara (JPPN),
Indonesia
JPIC Kalimantan, Indonesia
Sanggar Kebangsaan, Indonesia
SERUNI, Indonesia
SHK Lestari, Indonesia
SPA Butta Toa, Indonesia
Suara Mombine Sigi, Indonesia
WALHI Jambi, Indonesia
Yayasan CAPPA Keadilan Ekologi, Indonesia
Yayasan Merah Putih Sulteng, Indonesia
KTP Bumi Asih Lamongan (homestead farming
group), Indonesia 
Setara Jambi, Indonesia 
Yayasan Komodo Indonesia Lestari (YAKINES),
Indonesia 
Kindai University, Japan
Haki Nawiri Afrika, Kenya
WWMW, Lebanon
Social Work Institute (SWI), Nepal
Women's Rehabilitation Centre, Nepal
Caritas Nepal, Nepal 
SoNeBuTu, Netherlands 
Pakistan Kissan Mazdoor Tehreek (PKMT)

Signed by the following global and regional
networks and national organisations:

https://forms.gle/mGB69bmRVziJoccE9
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Roots for Equity, Pakistan
Sojhla for Social Change, Pakistan 
Amihan National Federation of Peasant Women,
Philippines
Central Visayas Farmers Development Center, Inc.,
Philippines
Cordillera Peoples Alliance, Philippines
Inclusive Cities Advocacy Network, Philippines
Kalipunan ng Damayang Mahihirap (Kadamay),
Philippines
Peasant Movement of the Philippines
Pinagkaisang Lakas ng Mamamayan, Philippines
Pinagkaisang Lakas ng Tsuper at Operators
Nationwide (PISTON), Philippines
Sining Kadamay, Philippines
Youth Advocates for Climate Action Philippines
Phawu AgriPak, South Africa
Janwaboda Kendraya, Sri Lanka
Vikalpani National Women's Federation , Sri Lanka
FIAN Switzerland
Observatoire Tunisien De La Citoyenneté.
Participative (OTCP), Tunisia
The Pesticide Collaboration, UK
RAPAL Uruguay
Center for Biological Diversity, USA
Center for Food Safety, USA
Farmworker Association of Florida , USA
Green America, USA
Commission on Charity and Social Actions- Caritas
Dalat, Vietnam
Research Centre for Gender, Family and
Environment in Development (CGFED), Vietnam
Zambia Social Forum (ZAMSOF)

https://forms.gle/mGB69bmRVziJoccE9

